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Abstract
Atlantic City casinos were hit by both the 2007-2009 recession and the addition of
legalized gaming in Pennsylvania at about the same time. Results of this study show a
significant decrease of $422.9 million in monthly slot coin-in for Atlantic City casinos
when Parx and Harrah’s, the first two Pennsylvania casinos, opened. When Sands,
SugarHouse, and Valley Forge opened in Pennsylvania during the following year, there
was no additional significant effect to Atlantic City casinos’ slot coin-in. Atlantic City
casinos also had a significant decrease in table games drop of $34.1 million monthly
when table games started in Pennsylvania. The recession had no significant effect on
either slots or table games volume once the effect of the new casinos in Pennsylvania was
accounted for. To counteract decreased volumes, casino management needs to understand
how much gaming volume they are losing to competition and to the recession.
Key words: recession, cross-border competition, Atlantic City, gaming volume,
Pennsylvania
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Introduction
Atlantic City, the second oldest and third largest gaming market in the U.S., struggled
with slow growth and decreased revenue even before the Great Recession that started in
late 2007. While the U.S. gaming market as a whole saw an increase in gaming revenue
in 2007 even with the recession late in the year, Atlantic City casinos saw a decrease
(American Gaming Association, 2013b; New Jersey Casino Control Commission,
2008). This year was the first period with a year over year decrease and the market
has experienced a continual decline since (New Jersey Casino Control Commission,
2008). Since late 2006, Atlantic City casinos have faced overlapping economic issues:
Pennsylvania’s first casino opening in December 2006 and the Great Recession that
began in December 2007.
The majority of Atlantic City gaming customers live within 75 miles of the city
(Eadington, 2011), which means the markets that would be in direct competition for
Atlantic City customers would be Delaware, some casinos in Pennsylvania, and one
property in Maryland. Pennsylvania was the only market that had a change in their
gaming market during the recession period. Maryland did not open their first casino
until late 2010. While Delaware did not add new casinos the existing ones did increase
the number of slot machines for the period right before the recession although Atlantic
City was still seeing a year over year increase at this time (UNLV Center for Gaming
Research, 2014), so Delaware was not having a negative effect on the visitors to Atlantic
City. Like Atlantic City, Delaware has also seen a major decrease in gaming revenue
since the Great Recession and Pennsylvania’s legalization of gaming (UNLV Center for
Gaming Research, 2014). Since the only change in the gaming region at the time was
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Pennsylvania, this is the only market that is considered in this study.
Despite the increasing attention to the Great Recession and the legalization of gaming,
research on the effect of these two issues on casino gaming volumes is scarce. Even
less research has explored the effect on one portion of a region when another portion
of the region increases gaming availability. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to
quantify how much of the decline in Atlantic City gaming volume is due to the economic
recession and how much is due to the legalization of gaming in Pennsylvania. Identifying
the potential factors of this decline is paramount since management strategies to each
circumstance should be different. Determining the effect of the recession, distinct from
interstate competition, will assist casino management in investigating how much, if any,
each new competitor casino contributes to the region’s decline in gaming volume. This
information will thereby help casino executives make well-informed business decisions.
Furthermore, since the present study is among the first to investigate the effect of the
Great Recession and the legalization of gambling in Pennsylvania simultaneously on the
gaming volume in Atlantic City, it fills a critical void.
Literature Review
The Great Recession of 2007-2009
From 1992 until 2007, the U.S. gaming industry has rapidly grown from $9.6
billion to $37.5 billion in annual gross revenue, approximately a 10% average annual
increase (American Gaming Association, 2002; American Gaming Association, 2013b).
Despite multiple national recessions, prior to 2008 the gaming industry had historically
been deemed as recession-proof (Linn, 2008). For instance, during the recession of
2001, the commercial casino industry experienced a 4.9% increase in overall gaming
revenues whereas other industries suffered from decreased economic activity (American
Gaming Association, 2002). Keith Schwer, director of the Center for Business and
Economic Research at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, stated that during these
more “shallow recessions”, customers may continue to gamble as a means of relief
and the hope of striking it rich (Linn, 2008). However, the Great Recession of 20072009 shattered the notion of a recession-proof industry (Palenik, 2011). Annual gross
gaming revenue dropped to $36.22 billion in 2008 and decreased again to $34.28 billion
in 2009 (American Gaming Association, 2013b). Even though the U.S. commercial
casino industry is recovering from the severe impact of the recession with growth for
three consecutive years, total gaming revenue of $37.34 billion in 2012 still lags behind
prerecession levels of $37.52 billion (American Gaming Association, 2013b).
Though total commercial casino gaming revenue has increased coming out of the
recession, not all individual U.S. markets are experiencing the same changes with 7
of the 22 states with commercial casinos experiencing decreases in 2012 (American
Gaming Association, 2013a). Atlantic City is an example of one market that has yet to
recover. Some markets recovered more quickly than the entire U.S. For instance, gaming
volume and revenue in Iowa riverboats rebounded in 2011, after 2 years of decreases,
and exceeded pre-recession levels (Iowa Racing and Gaming Commission, n.d.). In
the only known research which studied the effect of the Great Recession on gaming,
Zheng, Farrish, Lee, and Yu (2013) found conflicting results on different gaming volume
indicators in Iowa. In Iowa, the number of customers entering the casino is tracked.
Zheng et al. (2013) found there was no significant decrease in customers during the
recession. The authors also found that slot coin-in was not significantly effected by the
recession but there was a significant decrease in table games drop. The decrease in table
games drop, though significant, only accounts for under 0.12% of total gaming revenue in
the state.
The Casino Industry in Atlantic City, New Jersey
As of 2012, 48 states in the U.S. operated some form of legalized gaming including,
but not limited to, commercial casinos, lotteries, and tribal gaming. Hawaii and Utah
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have not yet legalized gaming (Greenlees, 2008). Casinos have dramatically expanded in
many U.S. regions, including the U.S. Mid-Atlantic area, which encompasses Delaware,
Maryland, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and New York. Since 1995, the region has seen
the opening of 18 casino facilities (Condliffe, 2012; Dadayan & Ward, 2009). These
expansions put a halt to the monopoly Atlantic City had for decades (Condliffe, 2012).
In 2011, with 12 casino properties, Atlantic City was the second oldest and largest,
by annual revenue terms, commercial casino location in the U.S. following Las Vegas
(American Gaming Association, 2012). In 2011, Atlantic City had the second highest
commercial casino revenue of all U.S. markets with $3.3 billion, while Pennsylvania
ranked third with $3.02 billion despite only five years of casino operations (American
Gaming Association, 2012). However, in 2012, Atlantic City dropped to the third behind
Las Vegas and Pennsylvania (Southwick, 2013).
In examining the change in gaming revenues in all U.S. markets for 2004-2007 and
2007-2009, Eadington (2011) discovered that Atlantic City had the smallest increase in
revenue (2.4%) compared to 12 states that had land-based commercial casino operations
from 2004 to 2007. Additionally, from 2007 to 2009 Atlantic City had one of the largest
decreases in gross gaming revenue of 19.9%, second only to Illinois’ decrease of 27.9%,
and experienced another 7% decrease in 2010 (American Gaming Association, 2012).
Like most U.S. gaming markets, besides Las Vegas, Atlantic City primarily has a
domestic customer base (Eadington, 2011). The majority of customers come from within
a 300-mile radius and more than 90% of gaming revenues and visitation is generated
from visitors who reside within a 75-mile radius of the city (Eadington, 2011). From a
customer’s perspective, Atlantic City casinos operate under similar regulations to those
in Pennsylvania in terms of types of games and hours of operations (New Jersey Casino
Control Commission, 2014; Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board, 2013). Consequently,
fierce competition for domestic customers exists between Atlantic City and adjacent
states. More specifically, Atlantic City has faced increased cross-border competition
since Pennsylvania’s first casino opened in November 2006.
The Legalization of Gaming in Pennsylvania
The Pennsylvania market has historically been a critical source of revenue for New
Jersey casinos due to its proximity to Atlantic City. However, in 2004 Pennsylvania
legalized slot machines to reclaim residents from their adjacent competitor, Atlantic
City. The first slots casino, Mohegan Sun at Pocono Downs, opened in November 2006
and as of 2012 Pennsylvania had 11 of the 14 approved licenses operating (Pennsylvania
Gaming Control Board, 2013). Due to the increasing intense competition for gaming
revenue, Pennsylvania started offering table games in 2010 (Condliffe, 2012). Out of the
11 properties, 5 are within 125 miles of Atlantic City. Figure 1 displays a map of casino
locations in Pennsylvania and New Jersey as of November 2012.
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Thalheimer and Ali (2008) examined slot machines at casinos in Iowa, Illinois,
and Missouri, from 1991-1998. The authors introduced a variable of “ease of access”
and found that when access to competing casinos increased, the demand at a particular
casino decreased. Thalheimer and Ali (2008) further found that slot machine win and
total win significantly decreased with competition from other riverboats and racinos.
The competitors in this study included cross-border casinos in Indiana and Missouri and
intrastate casinos within Iowa. Walker and Jackson (2008) also found a negative impact
of neighboring state casinos on adjacent state commercial casino revenues.
Nichols (1998) studied the effect that regulation changes in a neighboring region have
on gaming revenue and found that casinos with cross-border competitors produced $1.3
million more in gaming revenue when Iowa deregulated gaming. Before deregulation,
they produced $585,000 less. Eadington, Wells, and Gossi (2010) found that a 10%
increase in the capacity of Northern California tribal casinos caused an approximately
2.3% decline in demand in the Reno-Sparks market in Northern Nevada. By contrast,
Walker and Nesbit (2014) found that the cannibalization on an existing casino in Missouri
was outweighed by the additional increase in overall demand in the entire market, a
phenomenon they coined the agglomeration effect. These conflicting results may be
explained by the factory effect and restaurant effect, which describe the export base
theory of economic growth (Walker, 1999). The factory effect occurs when casinos draw
their customers from outside their physical location while the restaurant effect occurs
when casinos generate revenue from mainly their local market. Most casinos in Las
Vegas, in which gaming services are provided to visitors outside the region, are similar to
factories. Common terminology for this in gaming is a destination market. On the other
hand, casinos in most other regions outside Las Vegas are similar to restaurants, as firms
in these regions take business from others within the area (Walker, 1999). Gaming firms
in this type of region are generally considered to be operating in a locals market.
Only three known studies have been conducted on the effect of legalized casinos in
Pennsylvania on Atlantic City casinos. McGowan (2009) examined the change in total
gaming revenue in Pennsylvania and New Jersey from 2000 to 2007. He found that total
gaming revenue in the region increased $57.1 million per month after the introduction of
slot machines. When only including the two casinos closest to Atlantic City, the region
still had an increase of $15.3 million per month in total revenue. When analyzing the
effect of Pennsylvania on only Atlantic City, McGowan forecasted Atlantic City casino
revenues and compared them to actual results. He found, on average, Atlantic City
casinos performed 2.2% worse than forecasted. He also indicated that New Jersey earned
$27.5 million less in gaming revenues and potentially more of a loss in non-gaming
revenues due to the addition of Pennsylvania slots.
A more recent study by Condliffe (2012) analyzed the effect of Pennsylvania slot
machines and table games on the New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Delaware regions
combined. Results showed a significant decrease in the region’s total gaming revenue,
of $1,262 per additional slot machine in Pennsylvania. When taking into account the
addition of table games, the decrease was only $973 per slot machine, but still significant.
The addition of table games did not have a significant effect on total gaming revenue in
the region. A second model was analyzed that restricted the region to primarily Southeast
Pennsylvania, Delaware, and New Jersey. Southeast Pennsylvania only included three
out of the ten casinos in the state during the study period. Condliffe (2012) still found a
significant negative relationship between slot machines and total gaming revenue in the
region. Each additional slot machine in Southeast Pennsylvania decreased total gaming
revenue in the region by $10,820. An economic indicator was also included to account
for changes other than the legalization of gaming in neighboring states. After taking into
account this economic indicator, there was still a significant negative relationship of
$5,264 between the number of slot machines and total gaming revenue. The economic
activity was also significant but positive.
While Condliffe (2012) and McGowan (2009) studied the effect that Pennsylvania
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legalization had on overall adjacent states, Repetti (2013) analyzed the effect on the
Atlantic City market specifically. This study used Pennsylvania as a control variable
instead of the variable of main concern and found that the opening of casinos in
Pennsylvania had a significant negative effect on Atlantic City casino revenue and profit.
Atlantic City casinos saw a significant decrease in gross and net revenue of $16.9 million
per quarter and a significant decrease in gross operating profit of $12.4 million per quarter
upon the opening of Pennsylvania casinos. Like Condliffe (2012) and McGowan (2009)’s
studies, this study was concerned with revenue, not gaming volume.
As explained, few studies have examined and quantified the impact that a change in
one state’s legalization of casinos has on another state, or how a change in legalization
impacts gaming of the same type in another state (Nichols, 1998). In addition, no
extensive studies have examined the effect of regulatory changes of one state’s gaming on
another state for a long time period (Nichols, 1998). More importantly, with the findings
by Walker and Jackson (2008) and Walker and Nesbit (2014) and the steady increase
in overall gaming (American Gaming Association, 2013b), casino management cannot
simply look at the decrease in an established region or an increase in a new region to
determine the effect of the new market. The American Gaming Association (2012) found
that in 2011, 27% of the population gambled in a casino as compared to 25% in 2010.
The increase in gaming volumes is attributed not only to people playing more, but also to
more people playing. Atlantic City cannot simply evaluate the increase in Pennsylvania
gaming and assume that 100% was pulled from current Atlantic City players. Part of the
increase may have been due to Atlantic City customers, but some volume may have come
from new customers. Part of the decrease in Atlantic City gaming volumes may also
have occurred due to the Great Recession and not just caused by legalization in nearby
Pennsylvania.
Hypotheses
Previous literature supports a significant negative relationship between total Atlantic
City slot coin-in and table games drop and the increased cross-border competition
from Pennsylvania. Since five casinos opened on four different dates, this accounts for
hypotheses 1- 4, listed below. Each casino opening was tested separately to determine the
effect of each opening individually and not the average. The single prior study conducted
on the recession showed that the Great Recession significantly affected table games
volume (Zheng et al., 2013). Atlantic City is a different player market than Iowa, where
Zheng et al.’s (2013) study was conducted, since the majority of visitors are within 75
miles and not the 25 mile radius (and thus shorter travel distance) in the Iowa analysis.
Combined with the fact that gaming volumes throughout the U.S. decreased during the
recession, this may support that a recession decreases gaming volumes. Therefore, the
following alternative hypotheses, all one-tailed tests, were proposed. Hypotheses one to
five pertain to slot coin-in and hypotheses six to nine pertain to table games drop.
H1:
H2:
H3:
H4:
H5:
H6:
H7:
H8:
H9:
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The opening of Parx Casino and Harrah’s Philadelphia Casino & Racetrack will
decrease Atlantic City slot coin-in.
The opening of Sands Casino Resort Bethlehem will decrease Atlantic City slot
coin-in.
The opening of SugarHouse Casino will decrease Atlantic City slot coin-in.
The opening of Valley Forge Casino will decrease Atlantic City slot coin-in.
An economic recession will decrease Atlantic City slot coin-in.
The start of table games in Pennsylvania will decrease Atlantic City table games
drop.
The opening of SugarHouse Casino will decrease Atlantic City table games drop.
The opening of Valley Forge Casino will decrease Atlantic City table games
drop.
An economic recession will decrease Atlantic City table games drop.
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Data and Methodology
Sample
Monthly data for January 2001 through September 2012 was retrieved from the State
of New Jersey’s Division of Gaming Enforcement website and through direct contact
with the Division. This information is publicly available for all Atlantic City casinos.
There were a total of 141 data points. In October 2012, Hurricane Sandy struck Atlantic
City. Although the damage to the casino corridor was not significant and casinos opened
within 5 days, many local customers were affected by the hurricane and news reports lead
many to believe the entire Atlantic City area was destroyed and devastated (Faust, 2012).
Due to the effects of Hurricane Sandy, data was only analyzed through September 2012 to
not skew the results of this study.
Data
The data was analyzed with two regression models. The dependent variable in the
first model was total Atlantic City slot coin-in and the second model used a dependent
variable of total Atlantic City table games drop. Two different models were run because
Pennsylvania approved slot machines and table games at different times. The first casino
with slot machines in Pennsylvania opened December 20, 2006, while table games were
first opened on July 8, 2010. Due to the timing differences, a single model could not
be used. In addition, table games drop only accounted for approximately 17% of total
gaming volume in Atlantic City over the 12 year period evaluated and by combining slot
coin-in and table games drop some effects may be masked.
Borgata Hotel Casino & Spa opened on July 2, 2003, and a control dummy variable
was included to account for potential changes in Atlantic City gaming volumes due to the
opening of this new resort. Revel fully opened on May 24, 2012, and since there were
only four months of full data available to analyze, this was not included as a dummy
variable. Revel data was included in the total Atlantic City volume numbers but a separate
dummy variable was not analyzed due to the limited time period in the time series.
Unlike Condliffe’s (2012) study, this study followed McGowan (2009) and Repetti
(2013) in investigating the introduction of gaming and not number of machines. In
most casinos, slot machine occupancy is generally no more than 50%, so adding 50%
more machines than is being used will skew this number because results are being
analyzed on machines that are only partially used. Five casinos within 150 miles of
Atlantic City opened between 2006 and 2012. The study used a diameter of 150 miles,
as 90% of gaming revenues in Atlantic City come from customers within 75 miles of the
city (Eadington, 2011). By adding the radius around the customers and extending the
distance from Atlantic City to 150 miles, this study took into account all casinos that are
potentially the same distance from the majority of Atlantic City customers. Parx Casino
opened on December 20, 2006, 76 miles from Atlantic City, and Harrah’s Philadelphia
Casino & Racetrack opened on January 23, 2007, 71 miles from Atlantic City. With only
one month between the two casino openings, these were coded together as one. Sands
Casino Resort Bethlehem opened May 22, 2009, and is located 122 miles from Atlantic
City. SugarHouse Casino, 62 miles from Atlantic City, opened on September 23, 2010.
The fifth casino, Valley Forge, opened on March 30, 2012 and is located 82 miles away.
These five properties were the only casinos in the entire region that opened during the
time period studied that were within 150 miles of Atlantic City.
When Pennsylvania first legalized gaming, only slot machines were approved and the
approval and opening of table games did not occur until three and a half years later. Parx
Casino, Harrah’s Philadelphia Casino & Racetrack, and Sands Casino Resort Bethlehem
all started table games around July 8, 2010. For Model 2, a dummy variable for the start
of table games replaced the dummy variable for the opening of these three casinos.
The National Bureau of Economic Research (2012) indicated that the Great Recession
started in December 2007 and ended June 2009. A dummy variable for the recession
was included as an independent variable for these months. Dummy variables were also
UNLV Gaming Research & Review Journal ♦ Volume 18 Issue 2
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The data was screened and revealed a trend over time and seasonality in the data, so a
time series regression was employed.
Results
Data Screening
The graphs in Figures 2 and 3 were examined to determine if the structure of the data
varied by time and if a time series model needed to be employed. Time series analysis
is a specific form of regression (ARIMA) that is often employed when using data points
over time and is needed when the adjacent observation points are dependent on each
other (Box, Jenkins, & Reinsel, 2008). The autocorrelation effect that occurs in these
types of data sets can be corrected by adding autoregressive and moving average terms.
Autoregressive (AR) terms represent the current data point based on prior periods.
Moving average (MA) terms represent the current data point based on the random shock
(i.e., white noise error terms) of the prior periods.
Based on both graphs it appeared that the data had both seasonality and a trend over
time, meaning a time series ARIMA model must be employed. The seasonality was
adjusted for by including monthly dummy variables already discussed in the model.
The change in slope caused by the constant increase from 2001 to approximately 2007
and the consistent decrease after signifies that the trend is quadratic. This change in
slope though occurred at the same time as the recession and the legalization of gaming
in Pennsylvania. The model was run with standardized trend, squared standardized
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Figure 2. Monthly total Atlantic City slot coin-in for January 2001 – September 2012.
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Figure 3. Monthly total Atlantic City table games drop for January 2001 – September 2012.

Figure 3. Monthly total Atlantic City table games drop for January 2001 –
September 2012.
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Table 1
Descriptive Statistics
N
Slot Coin-In*
141
Table Games Drop* 141
*In Millions

Min
$1,847.06
$457.16

Max
$4,492.46
$880.29

Mean
$3,085.09
$632.52

Std. Dev.
$648.089
$93.39
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Table 2
Regression Coefficients for Slot Coin-In
VIFs
B
Std. Error
Constant
3,255.32
270.67
March
1.16
350.96
39.44
April
1.17
272.28
38.29
May
1.17
430.51
39.32
June
1.18
387.42
44.27
July
1.18
843.40
42.99
August
1.18
777.54
39.87
September
1.18
413.64
41.53
October
1.15
237.30
41.17
2
Standardized Trend
1.85
-239.09
92.30
	
   First 2 Casinosa
3.94
-422.90
98.93
Sandsa
4.29
-97.27
118.18
Sugara
2.73
49.85
100.61
Valleya
1.43
-73.20
99.91
a
Recession
2.15
-85.79
79.18
AR(1)
0.08
0.07
AR(2)
0.32
0.07
AR(3)
0.56
0.08
Notes: All coefficients are in millions; (a) one-tailed test
* p < .005 two-tailed test; ** p < .005 one-tailed test

t
12.027
8.899
7.111
10.949
8.751
19.619
19.502
9.960
5.764
-2.591
-4.275
-0.823
0.496
-0.733
-1.084
1.143
4.571
7.000

Sig.
.000*
.000*
.000*
.000*
.000*
.000*
.000*
.000*
.000*
.005* 12	
  
.000**
.103
1.000
.116
.070
.118
.000*
.000*

When Parx Casino and Harrah’s Philadelphia Casino & Racetrack opened monthly coinin for Atlantic City slots significantly decreased $422.9 million. The opening of Sands Casino
Resort Bethlehem, SugarHouse Casino, and Valley Forge Casino Resort did not have significant
effects on total monthly slot coin-in for Atlantic City. These results support alternative
hypothesis 1 but reject alternative hypotheses 2-4. The national economic recession from 20072009 did not have a significant effect on Atlantic City slot coin-in after taking into account the
other key variables, which rejects hypothesis 5.
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All control variables that were not significant in the first time series model were deleted
and the table games model was rerun and only the final model was analyzed. Monthly dummy
variables for March, April, June, September, October, November, and December were deleted
from the model. The Borgata control variable was also deleted from the final model since it was
not significant. The dummy variable for the opening of SugarHouse was not included in this
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Table 3
Regression Coefficients for Table Games Drop
VIFs
B
Constant
666.73
February
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May
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July
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Standardized Trend2
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AR(1)
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Notes: All coefficients are in millions; (a) one-tailed test
* p < .005 two-tailed test; ** p < .05 one-tailed test
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recession from 2007-2009 did not have a significant effect on Atlantic City table games
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variables.

Both the slot coin-in and table games drop models produced a significant decrease in
Atlantic City gaming volumes at the onset of legalized gaming in Pennsylvania (from casinos
within 150 miles of Atlantic City), but no additional effect when new casinos opened. During the
time period analyzed, average slot hold percentage was 8.4%, so a decrease in coin-in of $422.9
million equals approximately $35.5 million a month in slot revenue. For table games, the average
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a month in table games revenue. These results support McGowan’s (2009) findings although this
study evaluated each casino opening individually and not legalization as a whole. This study
further builds on McGowan (2009) though and shows that the significant effect of a new market
legalizing gaming is at the onset and not with additional licenses.
The first two casinos to open in Pennsylvania within the region of Atlantic City

Discussion
Both the slot coin-in and table games drop models produced a significant decrease in
Atlantic City gaming volumes at the onset of legalized gaming in Pennsylvania (from
casinos within 150 miles of Atlantic City), but no additional effect when new casinos
opened. During the time period analyzed, average slot hold percentage was 8.4%, so a
decrease in coin-in of $422.9 million equals approximately $35.5 million a month in
slot revenue. For table games, the average hold percentage was 15.8%, so a decrease
of $34.1 million equates to a decrease of $5.4 million a month in table games revenue.
These results support McGowan’s (2009) findings although this study evaluated each
casino opening individually and not legalization as a whole. This study further builds on
McGowan (2009) though and shows that the significant effect of a new market legalizing
gaming is at the onset and not with additional licenses.
The first two casinos to open in Pennsylvania within the region of Atlantic City
customers were 2 of the 3 largest casinos in the study. Sands Casino Resort Bethlehem,
with approximately 3,000 machines, has around the same number of slot machines as
Harrah’s Philadelphia Casino and Racetrack and about 500 machines fewer than Parx
Casino. The fact that the first two casinos to open with slot machines were the largest
could be a reason that the results show the same as McGowan (2009) in that the start
of slot machines was the only significant factor of all openings. These casinos are also
two of the closest casinos to Atlantic City. SugarHouse is the closest casino but only has
about half the slot machines, which may be a factor as to why it did not significantly
affect Atlantic City. Valley Forge is even smaller, with only 600 machines. Parx Casino,
Harrah’s Philadelphia Casino and Racetrack, and Sands Casino Resort Bethlehem also
make up the largest number of tables games, with each casino having between 125
and 180 tables with the other two casinos only having about 50 each. These three large
casinos were all included in the legalization of table games since they had all opened
tables games at the same time. These results may help management determine if they
should fight additional legalization of casinos since lobbying against the addition of new
casinos may not produce the most beneficial return.
The recession was not significant, which supports Zheng et al. (2013) finding that the
recession did not significantly affect Iowa gaming. This was a very interesting finding
of this study, since the American Gaming Association (2013b) indicated that gaming
revenue for commercial casinos in the U.S. decreased during the recession. Gaming
revenue in Nevada also decreased during the recession and is not expected to fully
rebound until 2014 (Green, 2010). This slow rebound could be a factor as to why the
results were not significant. The recession was only coded as the dates of the economic
recession and if gaming is rebounding more slowly than the general economy, the results
could be affected. Eisendrath, Bernhard, Lucas, and Murphy (2008), while evaluating
the effect of September 11, 2001, on Las Vegas Strip gaming volumes, found that
while most recovery occurred by January 2002, lingering effects were felt until March
2003. This may be an indication that when gaming is affected by a recession or other
economic factor, it may recover at a different pace than the rest of the economy. It is also
possible that the effect of legalized Pennsylvania gaming was so large that it covered the
recession effect or other factors took place at the same time as the recession. This is only
the second study on recession’s effects on gaming. Although the recession effect was not
significant at the .005 level, it should not be overlooked that it is significant at the .007
level for slot coin-in.
While results of this study were similar to McGowan (2009), Condliffe (2012), and
Repetti (2013), it builds on the gaps in those studies. McGowan (2009) and Condliffe
(2012) tested the significant effect on the region as a whole, including Atlantic City,
Pennsylvania, and Delaware, but did not test the effect on Atlantic City alone. Although
Repetti (2013) did analyze Atlantic City only, all three studied revenue, not gaming
volume and in gaming, revenue can fluctuate based on casino “luck”, good or bad. Slot
coin-in and table games drop, used in this study, are better indicators of gaming volume.
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Management in Atlantic City casinos need to address this decline in gaming volume
sooner rather than later. In 2012, Pennsylvania surpassed Atlantic City as the second
largest gaming market in the United States and Atlantic City saw declines in gaming
volume for the sixth straight year (Southwick, 2013). With Maryland’s recent legalization
of table games and an increase in number of gaming facilities, management needs to be
aware of the possible defection of more customers. Since this study showed business
volumes decreased due to the legalization of gaming in Pennsylvania and not the
recession, managers of Atlantic City casinos need to find ways to entice those customers
back, such as new promotions, offering entertainment, or better restaurants or hotels
than those in Pennsylvania casinos. Atlantic City as a whole is looking at city-wide
initiatives to bring customers back to Atlantic City for non-gaming activities and could
even consider legalizing gaming in other parts of New Jersey that would be closer to
some of the Pennsylvania residents. New Jersey has enacted an online gaming initiative
and although it is too early to know if the legalization had a significant impact on gaming
volumes, Pennsylvania gaming volumes have been on a decrease since the start of online
gaming on November 21, 2013 (Olanoff, 2014). The Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board
will not say the reason for the decline but do state that it is most likely a combination of
the online gaming in New Jersey, new casinos in Ohio, and bad weather.
Other jurisdictions could also consider the results of this study to see how increased
cross-border competition could affect them. Cross-border competition is an issue not
only between Atlantic City and Pennsylvania, but also between other bordering states
such as Maryland, Delaware, New York, and Connecticut. Since the first casino opening
in Perryville, Maryland in 2010, the state approved a second casino property in Berlin,
Maryland in 2011 to try and reclaim gaming revenues from adjacent states such as
Pennsylvania and Delaware (American Gaming Association, 2012; Condliffe, 2012;
McGowan, 2009). More importantly, as competition for casino customers intensifies
and states attempt to expand their gaming offerings to entice customers, casinos in
neighboring states often spend large amounts of money to stop the spread of legalized
gaming and increased competition. For instance, when Ohio included a ballot question for
their first casino in 2008, Penn National Gaming spent $38 million against the measure
while Lakes Entertainment, Inc. gave $25.7 million in support (Pacella, 2012). As of
October 2012, Penn National Gaming also contributed nearly $29.1 million to try and
stop the expansion of gaming in Maryland (Pacella, 2012; Wagner, 2012).
As more jurisdictions look at legalizing gaming or increasing the number of gaming
licenses to help their budget deficits, results of this study can assist state governments in
making those decisions. Overall, U.S. gaming is increasing, but 2012 saw an increase of
less than 5% (American Gaming Association, 2013b). With the small increase in gaming
revenue, jurisdictions need to carefully evaluate the potential benefit of new casinos. They
also need to carefully consider what effects could occur as nearby jurisdictions add or
increase competing casinos.
Limitations and Future Research
Like any research, this study is not void of limitations. First, this study was only
concerned with Atlantic City. Not all jurisdictions will be affected the same as Atlantic
City was affected by Pennsylvania. Each gaming market not only has a different customer
mix, such as table and slot players, but also attracts their customers from different
locations. Atlantic City attracts 90% of their customers from within 75 miles of the city,
so the legalization of new gaming in surrounding markets may have a more significant
impact than on markets that are further apart, such as Las Vegas.
Also, this study did not take into account non-gaming revenue. While the majority of
revenue in Atlantic City is gaming revenue, fewer customers also means less non-gaming
revenue being generated. A further study could convert gaming volume to revenue based
on the average hold percentages used in this study, and then include all other non-gaming
revenue. This may be a better indicator of the full effect of the recession and competition
UNLV Gaming Research & Review Journal ♦ Volume 18 Issue 2
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from Pennsylvania.
A future study could also be conducted with a different recession period to see if
the results differ. A potential change in dates could be to use the American Gaming
Associations’ U.S. gaming revenue trends and correspond the recession dates with the
decrease in U.S. gaming, although these are only annual dates. Another potential inquiry
could examine unemployment and economic factors for Atlantic City and Pennsylvania
and determine when the region went into and came out of a recession, rather than
looking at the national dates.
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